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Today

• Computational Subgrouping and Reconstruction
• Fully automatic, bottom-up and transparent
• Does not supersede manual work, hopefully assists it

• Adamawa (Boyd 1989, Güldemann 2018,
Kleinewillinghöfer 2014a, 2020)

• About a dozen microgroups
• Possible internal relationships largely undetermined
• NB: This exercise sees only Adamawa, it cannot prove or
disprove the unity of Adamawa or its place(s) within
Niger-Congo
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Data from RefLex (Segerer 2016)
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43 Adamawa doculects
Lexical data with unified translation

Language # items Language # items Language # items
dadiya 99 goundo 225 mono 794
tula 1033 kim 226 longuda 135
waja 72 mumuye 992 tiba 602
awak 105 gimnime 1262 burak 397
dijim-bwilim 75 momi 1221 loo 306
gula iro 603 samba leko 1439 mághdì 307
bolgo 649 dii (yag dii) 2031 mak 313
noy 48 peere 1705 kyak 312
niellim 48 yendang 345 moo 308
tunia 401 bali 339 leelau 308
kam 1254 yoti 345 dza 309
fali sud 1969 kpasam 343 mingang doso 312
yingilum 458 karang 1689 tha 305
day 1397 tupuri 1133
besme 226 kare 912
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43 Adamawa doculects: Map
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13 Adamawa “Microgroups”
13 of up to 17 microgroups (Kleinewillinghöfer 2020:223)
[Bena-Mboi, Baa, Nimbari, Gueve-Duli not featured]

Language # items Language # items Language # items
dadiya 99 goundo 225 mono 794
tula 1033 kim 226 longuda 135
waja 72 mumuye 992 tiba 602
awak 105 gimnime 1262 burak 397
dijim-bwilim 75 momi 1221 loo 306
gula iro 603 samba leko 1439 mághdì 307
bolgo 649 dii (yag dii) 2031 mak 313
noy 48 peere 1705 kyak 312
niellim 48 yendang 345 moo 308
tunia 401 bali 339 leelau 308
kam 1254 yoti 345 dza 309
fali sud 1969 kpasam 343 mingang doso 312
yingilum 458 karang 1689 tha 305
day 1397 tupuri 1133
besme 226 kare 912
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Data Snapshot Example
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Automatic Reconstruction

1. Start from parallel wordlists
2. Shallow cognate detection
3. Find shallowest subgroup
4. Sound change extraction for this subgroup
5. Reconstruct proto-language for this subgroup
6. Repeat
Somewhat novel (unpublished) methods for several steps, still

under development …
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Cognate Detection
Given meaning-aligned wordlists judge which word-forms
are historically related

English Turkish Persian Kurdish Arabic Hindi Swedish
wʌn bir yek yek wæːħed ek en
tuː iki do dû etneːn doː tvoː
θri ytʃ se sê tælæːtæ tiːn treː
neɪm isim/ad esm naw ʔesm naːm namn
noʊs burun damaːgh lût mænæxiːr naːk nɛːsa
watər su aːb aw mɑjjɑ paːniː vaten
hed baʃ/kafa sar ser rɑːs sar hʉːvʊd
naɪt gedʒe ʃab ʃev leːlæ raːtriː nat
boʊn kemik ostokhaːn hestî ʕɑdm haḍḍiː beːn
nɪuː yeni naw/taːze nwê ɡediːd nayaː ny
wiː biz maː ême eħnæ ham viː

For today, let us conveniently ignore some complications
• Non-monomorphemic forms
• Meaning shift
• …
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Cognate Detection: State-of-the-Art
Nearly all past work in automated cognate detection (e.g., List
et al. 2018, List 2014, Kondrak 2009, Steiner et al. 2011, List
et al. 2017, St Arnaud et al. 2017 and references therein)
1. Align words phonetically
2. Compute similarity of aligned words
3. Group cognates that exceed a certain similarity threshold
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Thresholds in Cognate Identification

Require tuning a threshold to cut a similarity-based score
into a yes/no cognate decision

“The key parameter we need to estimate is the best
thresholds for cognate identification in some of the
methods” (List et al. 2017:3)
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The Threshold is the Problem

• The threshold can either be human-tuned or pre-trained
with respect to some supervision/gold standard data set

• Cognate detection and evaluation is typically done on data
sets which include both shallow cognates and deep
cognates

• Shallow cognate: German ’fünf’ vs English ’five’
• Deep cognate: Prasuni ’wuču’ vs Sardinian ’chimbe’

• Dilemma
• Strict threshold: Only shallow cognates are found
• Loose threshold: Junk is found (along with shallow and
deep cognates)
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First Step Cognate Detection (FSCD)
• Suppose you do not already know

• The relevant sound-shifts
• The classificatory tree of the input languages

Let’s call this variant First Step Cognate Detection
• For a solution to be possible (whether for a human or
machine cognate detector), one has to assume that
cognates are more similar on average than non-cognates∑

x̸=y∈Ci Sim(x, y)
|{(x, y)|x ̸= y ∈ Ci}| >

∑
x̸=y/∈Ci Sim(x, y)

|{(x, y)|x ̸= y /∈ Ci}|
Let’s call this property the Similarity Criterion
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I Propose

• Shallow first step cognate detection
• Can be done
• Can be done without a threshold
• Shallow cognate = obeys the similary criterion

• Deep first step cognate detection
• Cannot be done
• (Deep cognate detection must thus be done in several steps
or with more information)

• Deep cognate = does not obey the similary criterion
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Threshold-Free FSCD
• Thanks to the similarity criterion, there exists an
optimization solution that maximizes∑

x̸=y∈Ci Sim(x, y)
|{(x, y)|x ̸= y ∈ Ci}| −

∑
x̸=y/∈Ci Sim(x, y)

|{(x, y)|x ̸= y /∈ Ci}|
• The intuition is to contrast the cost of judging something
cognate (penalty: dissimilarity) and judging something not
cognate (penalty: similarity)

• Afaik, the only cognate detection paper in the literature
that exploits this dichotomy is Ellison (2007)
This formulation is restricted to the case with exactly two
input languages
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The Present Approach

1. Input: Set of n word forms with the same meaning
2. Pairwise Similarity: Calculate the pairwise similarity
between each pair of the n words using a suitable similarity
measure S(x, y)

3. Signficance Similarity: Measure the significance SS(x, y) of
the similarity S(x, y) by comparing S(x, y) to S(x, z) for
random strings z of the same length

4. Divide the n forms into subsets such that the average
SS(x, y) internally in a cognate set + average 1− SS(x, y)
between non-cognates is maximized (= correlation
clustering)
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Notes on Form Similarity
• Form similarity is calculated with Edit Distance using
phonetically informed weights (Mortensen et al. 2016)

• Tones are represented as separate phonemes (following
their host)

• Loo ’marcher’ wēlé is represented as w e ̄ l e ´
• Form similarity (and cognacy) is assessed separately for
alternative forms for the same meaning

• Form similarity (and cognacy) is assessed separately for
polymorphemic forms marked as such in the input (space
or dash)

• Meaning change conveniently ignored
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Example Phonetic Distances
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Example Tonal Distances

• Tones easily lost
• Tones easily exchanged for other tones
• Tones not easily exchanged for vowels or consonants
(needs revision!)
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Example Output Cognate Detection
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Example Output Cognate Detection
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Example Inspect Cognate Judgment
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Towards Deep Cognate Detection
• Shallow cognates provide evidence for (shallow)
subgrouping

• Factor out the most recent subgroup
• Reconstruct its proto-language via regular correspondences
found in the shallow cognates

• Redo (shallow) cognate detection, this time with the
proto-language of the recognized subgroup instead of the
surface forms

• Repeat
This way, deep cognates may be recognized iff surface
divergent surface forms become similar by a series of nested
regular correspondences
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Subgrouping and Reconstruction:
Some Heuristic Approaches

• Subgrouping: A greedy solution
• For every meaning, guess which cognate set is the oldest
• The cognate set shared across the deepest divide is most
likely the oldest

• Thus this is the retention, the other cognate sets innovations
• Once innovations are distinguished from retentions, we can
test for the subgroup best selected for by shared innovations

• Reconstruction: A greedy solution
• In every cognate set, try one of the forms as ancestral
• This gives equations to all modern forms
• From such equations collect a set of potential sound changes
• A potential sound change can be tested for significance
across all cognate sets

• Majority vote + play back of significant sound changes
provide the reconstruction
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Cognate Matrix to Most Demarcated
Terminal Subgroup
1. For every meaning, guess which cognate set was present in
the proto-language

• Heuristic: the value cognate set across the deepest divide is
the most likely value for the proto-language

2. Throw away the retention & singleton isoglosses
3. Find the Most Demarcated Terminal (MDT) subgroup

• Heuristic: The MDT subgroup is the subset with the highest
amount of supportive innovation isoglosses and the least
amount of conflicting innovation isoglosses

4. Replace the languages of the MDT subgroup with its
protolanguage
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Retention vs Innovation
• Which of A, B, C, D are innovations/retention?

Agei [aif] Aiku [ymo] Aro [tei] Bragat [aof] Chinapeli [van] …
two A B A C A

• Across all 184 meanings, the overall cognate distances
between the languages are

Agei [aif] Aiku [ymo] Aro [tei] Bragat [aof] Chinapeli [van]
Agei [aif] 0.0 0.669 0.689 0.701 0.644
Aiku [ymo] 0.669 0.0 0.672 0.666 0.660
Aro [tei] 0.729 0.672 0.0 0.655 0.678
Bragat [aof] 0.701 0.666 0.655 0.0 0.685
Chinapeli [van] 0.644 0.660 0.678 0.685 0.0

• The deepest divide (0.729) is between Aro and Agei which
both share the A cognate

• Let us therefore guess that A is a retention in this case
• That makes B and C innovations
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Innovations to MDT Subgroup
• Throw away retention isoglosses & singleton innovations
• We are now left with a list of innovation isoglosses that
select various subsets of the languages at hand

• The MDT should be one which has the most unequivocal
support isoglosses (the most supporting innovations and
the least conflicting innovations)

• Heuristic: For each subset S with at least one innovation
• Do a Fisher Exact Test (FET) to measure how well each
innovation i selects S

Subgroup(S, I) =
∏
i∈I
FET(S, I) =

∏
i∈I

∑
k≥|S∩i|

(|S|
k
)(|L\S|

|i|−k
)(|L|

|i|
)

• Check if it beats what can be expected by random
• Check that it doesn’t have a more recent subgroup within it

• If there is S that beats random and has no more recent
subgroup within it, S is the MDT
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Reconstruct the MDT Subgroup
Proto-Language

• Suppose the Most Demarcated Terminal subgroup is
S = {L1, L2, L3}

S︷ ︸︸ ︷
L1 L2 L3 … L10

M1 A A B … B
M2 A B C … B
…

• For each meaning
• Determine which cognate to project to proto-S:

• Project the most common (in S) cognate set to the
proto-language, e.g., for meaning M1 project cognate set A
to proto-S

• In case of a tie, e.g., M2, prefer the cognate set (here B)
which is found outside S

• Reconstruct the form for that cognate in proto-S
See next slides
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Collecting Potential Sound Changes
• Given a set of forms x, y, z, …
• Assume the proto-sound and proto-condition for every
sound change is preserved in at least one modern form

• Then the equations
∗x→ x, ∗x→ y, ∗x→ z, ∗y→ x, ∗y→ z, . . . etc encompass
all relevant potential sound changes

• E.g. with {varm,worm,warm}, the equations
Ancestral Modern Potential sound change(s)
varm → worm v > w, a > o, v− > w−, Ca > Co, …
varm → warm v > w, v− > w−, …
worm → varm w > v, o > a
worm → warm o > a
…

• I experimented with all uni- and bigram sound changes
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Testing Potential Sound Changes

• Reverse-apply the sound change to all words
• Check how much the edit distance to its cognates
improved/worsened (“gain”)

• If the gain is better than random accept the sound sound
change

• Permutation tests (many variants) can represent the null
hypothesis

• Control for multiple testing of sound changes, e.g., if 560
potential sound changes are checked, an accepted sound
change must be better than 560 random ones
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Example: Tula-Waja
Tentatively, I assume a Tula (core)
group consisting of Tula, Dadiya,
and Bangwinji. Ma and Yebu [=
Awak — HH] possibly form their
own branch to it. Tso on the
one hand and Cham [= Dijim-
Bwilim — HH], on the other hand
appear to be earlier off-shoots from
the main group. Unclear is the
position of Waja, it seems to be the
only member of a distinct branch.
(Kleinewillinghöfer 2014b:2)

• Quite different at face value
• Less different under the hood and in the details
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Example: Bua
Boyeldieu et al. (2018:60)

• Position of Niellim [= Lua] different
• Lexical similarity matrices quite similar
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Discussion
• In the present conceptualization

• Subgrouping needs cognate information
• Cognate detection is dependent on subgrouping

• In the present approach, this is done in a greedy see-saw
manner (CD1, SG1, CD2, SG2, …)

• Why not go Bayesian?
Search space is prohibitive already with the tree topology,
let alone with branch lengths, cognates judgment and
regular sound changes intertwined. Heuristics needed
to control the search space in Bayesian formulations.
Preferable from a linguistic perspective to have more
transparent heuristics than those.
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Conclusion

• Arguments to separate shallow and deep cognate detection
• Good hope that shallow cognate detection can be done,
even without recourse to thresholds

• Deep cognate detection adressed via iterative subgrouping
and reconstruction

• Heuristic subgroup detection
• Heuristic discovery of sound changes
• Heuristic iterated reconstruction

• Transparent, so hopefully of use to “real” historical
linguists working on Adamawa or any other larg-ish set of
languages with open classification questions
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